Dear Stranger,
Huong Ngo

Tell me, You’re too pretty!
“Too pretty”, you will say to me,
while surprise hiccups in your throat
and dribbles pass your lips when you learn
apparently looks can come with brains.
Ask me, Why are you here?
Question why someone like me would
work for minimum wage, taking orders,
carrying food, bussing tables for mediocre
tips and falling prey to sore legs, greasy hair,
sauce-stained aprons, and awkward conversations
with a frequent stranger.
Tell me, You can do more!
Smile more, laugh more, talk more
but only when spoken to,
frown less, say shit and fuck
fewer times a day. Be more
of a woman. A lady.
Tell me, You should work somewhere else!
“Earn money doing something else”
you will tell me, a job where green
falls as frequently as rain in the PNW
and uniforms cover only the important parts
because a body like that should
not be treated as treasure but shared
as a trophy on display.
Tell me, Relax! It’s a compliment!
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A compliment from a frequent stranger,
so feel flattered, feel special,
grateful that someone noticed,
thankful that a random
person went out of their way
to let me know I’m pretty,
indebted as if I had been begging
for affirmations, desperate
for someone to trace their eyes
over my own body
and tell me everything
I need to know about it…
And now let me tell you
Let me demonstrate how brains
take part in a dance between the lips,
jaw, tongue, and voice box in spelling
out none-ya – as in the reason
for where I work is none-ya business,
whether I smile, laugh, frown,
cry, scream, or curse
is none-ya concern,
and what I do with my body –
dress it up or down, half-naked
or covered from head to toe, in front
of everyone or no one at all is none-ya beeswax.
And with parting words I
extend to you the same amount of politeness
you have granted me with your compliment,
Fuck off.
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